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Abstract 
Computer synthesized 3D tree models often appear in the virtual worlds of 3D movies and games. The creation of tree models wi th 
controllability of realistic features including branch irregularities and gaps between branch clusters is a challenging task. This paper 
presents a procedural method for 3D tree feature enhancement. The tree model is generated in a weighted graph and the basic geometric 
tree branches are least-cost paths from path planning. Through disconnecting edges in specified regions of holes in the graph, the 
method can control the tree branches to avoid the hole regions thus demonstrate crooked shapes. The distribution and the sizing of 
holes can be used to enhance the tree features of irregularity and heterogeneity. 
Keywords: Procedural modeling, Tree modeling, Geometry synthesis 

 
 

1 Introduction  
With the fast development of computer-generated movies and games, the 
audiences and game players have high demands of realistic experience for 
the synthetic virtual scenes. Synthesizing realistic 3D worlds becomes a 
more and more important topic in both computer research and industrial 
areas. As a commonly seen component of the nature world, trees play an 
important role in decorating the 3D natural scenes, by attracting the viewer 
attention and invoking a realistic sense of beauty and complexity. An ex-
ample of virtual scenes with trees is shown in Figure 1, where the high 
trees and small bushes decorate the environment and make it realistic. The 
trees have complicated and hierarchical structures, composed of a variety 
of branches including thick trunks, multiple primary branches, and many 
slim twigs. For computer modelers, the synthesis of the numerous 
branches is a tedious work. In addition, different species of trees have dif-
ferent features such as branching patterns, branch shapes, and branch dis-
tributions. Some trees, such as spruce trees (as shown in the left of Figure 
2), have straight branches and side primary branches attach to a straight 
trunk; some trees, such as Japanese maple trees (as shown in the right of 
Figure 2), have multiple primary branches without a distinct central trunk 
and the branches are highly crooked. How to efficiently synthesize 3D 
trees with controllability of a variety of branch features is also a challenge 
for computer modelers.   
This paper presents a method to synthesize 3D tree models with effective 
enhancement of tree features. The method is based on the idea of path 
planning introduced in our earlier work (Xu and Mould, 2007): a graph is 
built by placing graph nodes uniformly in a 2D plane or a 3D space, and 
edges connect nodes and are set with specified weights. A path between 
two nodes is defined as those successive edges that connect one node to 
the other, whose cost is the sum of the weights of its constituent edges, 

Fig. 1. A virtual world with trees in the game “The Witcher 3”. Image from 

Flickr.com. 

Fig. 2. Two real trees. Left: a spruce tree; right: a Japanese maple tree. Images from 

Flickr.com. 
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and the least-cost path is the one which has the minimum cost among all 
paths. By finding the least-cost paths connecting a node (which represents 
the tree root) in the lower region of the graph and multiple nodes (which 
represent branch ends) in the upper region of the graph, we can get a col-
lection of least-cost paths that resemble a branching tree structure where 
each individual least-cost path is a tree branch. In this paper the technique 
is refined by involving a graph modification method, which can effec-
tively enhance the features of resulting 3D tree models. To be specific, 
edges in a few regions of the weighted graph are disconnected, thus pre-
venting the least-cost paths from crossing the regions. As a result, the syn-
thesized tree branches will avoid the regions and demonstrate crooked 
shapes, making the tree appearance more irregular. In addition, the size 
and the distribution of the regions can contribute to create different scales 
of the irregularities, such as big gaps between branches and small crook-
edness along individual branches. These are helpful to simulate the corre-
sponding features that can be often observed in real trees.  
This paper makes the following main contributions.  

 First, it proposes a method of modifying the weighted graph by 
disconnecting edges in specified regions. The prior methods 
(Xu and Mould, 2007; Xu and Mould, 2015) do not have an 
effective way to control the branch irregularities; the individ-
ual branches are generally smooth. The method of disconnect-
ing edges in specified regions of a graph can effectively en-
hance the irregular features of branches and make the branch 
shape more crooked and realistic.  

 Second, the exploration of varying the size and distribution of 
regions for disconnected edges contributes a mechanism of 
building different scales of branch irregularities. Large sizes of 
compactly placed regions contribute to create large scale of 
branch irregularities such as gaps between branch clusters; 
small sized regions contribute to build fine crooked branch 
shapes. This feature controlling method is novel and effective.  

The paper is organized as follows. Following the introduction, the section 
of background will review related methods in tree modeling. The details 
of the feature enhancement method will be introduced in the algorithm 
section. Results will be given and discussed in section 4. The last section 
includes a conclusion and also proposes the future work. 

2 Background 
Due to the wide uses of tree models in computer applications such as video 
games and 3D movies, many methods have been devised for tree synthe-
sis. Scanning is a common method. Based on a real tree, scanning can 
obtain point clouds of tree data which will then be used to reconstruct a 
virtual tree structure. Scanning methods (Xu et al., 2007; Li et al., 2013; 
Livny et al., 2010) can produce high quality tree models with precise de-
scriptions of tree features due to the data directly from real trees.  How-
ever, because of the occlusion of tree branches and leaves, scanning needs 
pre-processing and post-processing work for the raw data. The availability 
and operations of scanning devices are also not easy for novice users 
(Capizzi, 1982). In addition, scanning requires a real tree as an example, 
and it is hard to create a 3D virtual tree without an existing tree in the 
natural world.  
Another category of widely used methods is procedural methods. Proce-
dural methods (Ebert, 2005; Prusinkiewicz and Hanan, 1989) use algo-
rithms with a set of parameters to depict the complex details of tree struc-
tures. By changing the rules or formulas and parameter settings, proce-
dural methods can automatically generate a large amount of variations of 
results. For synthesizing complicated structures such as trees, procedural 

methods have their strength in the data amplification ability – “a few pa-

rameters (or a small amount of geometry) magically expand into a large, 
detailed model” (Ebert, 2005). A famous group of procedural methods for 
tree modeling is L-systems. L-systems are a grammar that generates 
strings that can be subsequently interpreted as branching structures such 
as trees. The basic idea of L-systems is based on rewriting rules. A rewrit-
ing rule is composed of strings of symbols. Each symbol represents a 
graphical operation, such as the following.  
 

F    Move forward a step of length d  
+    Turn left by angle δ  
−    Turn right by angle δ  
[     Push the current state onto a pushdown stack  
]     Pop the current state onto a pushdown stack 

 
After applying the replacement rules for a few iterations, the initial struc-
ture can be developed into a large complex shape. An example is shown 
in Figure 3, where the initial vertical line (at iteration 0) can be developed 
into a branching structure after applying the rewriting rules for 5 iterations.  

Fig. 4. Least-cost paths in a 2D graph with guiding vectors (Xu and Mould, 2015) 

Fig. 3. Structures generated by iterations of rewriting. The example is taken 

from “The Geometric Beauty of Plants” (Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer, 1990) 
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One issue with L-systems is the difficulty to design the rewriting rules to 
create a desired tree shape. It is not easy to relate the long string of symbols 
with the resulting tree structure.  
The method introduced in this paper is built on our earlier procedural al-
gorithms of path planning (Xu and Mould, 2007; Xu and Mould, 2015). 
Here we briefly review their basic ideas. 
The basic tree modeling mechanism (Xu and Mould, 2007) is based on the 
idea of path planning. Path planning is the problem of finding the least-
cost paths in a weighted graph (Millington and Funge, 2009). By selecting 
a node in the lower region of the graph and multiple nodes in the upper 
region of the graph, the least-cost (or shortest) paths connecting each up-
per node and the lower node form a branching structure. The purpose to 
select a lower node (which we call the root point) and a few upper nodes 
(which we call endpoints) is to simulate the tree shape – a root located at 
the bottom and multiple branches connecting the root and the upper ends. 
An example of least-cost paths is shown in Figure 4, where the red point 
is the root point, and the blue points are endpoints. The black paths are 
least-cost paths that connect the root point and the endpoints. 
There are a few elements in the above path planning algorithm that can 
affect the resulting tree structures: the placement of graph node, the distri-
bution of the root point and the endpoints, and the setting of edge weights. 
In order to make the coarse branching structure resemble real tree struc-
tures, the challenges lie in the control of branching patterns and interme-
diate scale architectures through the above elements, which are addressed 
by using guiding vectors (Xu and Mould, 2015). In the method of guiding 
vectors, a graph is built by connecting nodes scattered in a specified vol-
ume (e.g. a cube) with edges. Each graph node has a vector, i.e. guiding 
vector, used to set the weights of the edges that connect the node and its 
neighboring nodes. Based on a large or small deviation of the edge direc-
tion to the guiding vector direction, the weight of an edge can be expensive 
or cheap, thus leading to the resulting least-cost paths to follow the guiding 
vector directions. The least-cost paths in a graph with guiding vectors at 
each node are shown in Figure 4, where the red arrows are guiding vectors. 
The guiding vectors are set in the process of applying Dijkstra’s algorithm 
(Dijkstra, 1959) in a brushfire way. The Dijkstra’s algorithm is an algo-
rithm to compute the least-cost paths from a source node (i.e. the root node 
in our case) to other nodes in a weighted graph, by proceeding from the 
source node to reach other graph nodes and computing the path cost from 
each graph node to the root node. When a graph node is visited, its guiding 
vector is set as a rotation from its parent node’s guiding vector, leading to 
the smooth flow of guiding vector directions. Because the method uses the 
positions of endpoints to control the global tree shape and guiding vectors 
to vary the branching patterns, which are based on the user’s geometric 

understanding of the target tree shape rather than abstract symbols or rules, 
it is straightforward to create a desired tree structure.  
A complicated tree can be synthesized by adding more branches through 
iterations. A tree example is shown in Figure 5. The left is a tree skeleton 
and the right is a complete tree after adding more branches to the previous 
structure. The tree shows a reasonable structure and details. However, due 
to the setting of guiding vectors is based on an incremental rotation and 
the flow of guiding vectors is smooth, the branch shapes are generally 
smooth and lack natural irregular crookedness. Another observation of the 
tree model is that its branches are generally evenly distributed, however 
the distribution of branches in natural trees are often more heterogeneous 
– they have big gaps between clusters of branches. Although the guiding 
vectors can affect the branch shapes, making branches possess the above 
features through setting guiding vectors is difficult: unlike incremental ro-
tations, making the flow of guiding vectors crooked requires a much more 
tedious and careful setting mechanism. In this paper, these target features 
are obtained by modifying the graph rather than setting guiding vectors, 
which can effectively address the problem. More details are introduced 
next. 

3 Algorithm 
The algorithm for feature enhancement is based on the influence of edge 
connections to the resulting least-cost path shapes. To be specific, since a 
least-cost path is composed of edges in the graph, if the graph has some 
holes where edges are disconnected, the path between two nodes will not 
cross the holes and take a direct route, but tends to take available edges in 
the vicinity of holes. As the result, the path shape is less smooth but be-
comes more irregular. The idea is illustrated in Figure 6. In this figure, the 
left shows a graph composed of nodes (in blue) and edges (in black). A 
least-cost path (in red) connects two points from P1 and P2. On the right 
side, the edges that connect nodes inside the green circle and between in-
ner nodes and outer nodes are disconnected. Because there is no edge con-
necting the nodes inside the hole (the green circle) and other nodes, the 
least-cost path that connect P1 and P2 will not take the original route that 
crosses the hole region, but takes the edges close to the hole and demon-
strates a more irregular shape than the left path. Although there are other 
optional paths that can connect P1 and P2, the least-cost path tends to take 
the shortest route, i.e. the edges tightly follow the contour of the hole, 
making it feasible to control the path irregularities through the properties 
of holes.  

The above described algorithm involves two further questions: how to de-
cide the placement of a hole in the graph and how to decide the size of a 
hole. The following introduces the explorations with respect to the above 
questions.  

Fig. 5.  A tree model created in the earlier work (Xu and Mould, 2015). 

 

Fig. 6. Left: a generally smooth path connecting two nodes in a graph without 

holes; Right: a more irregular path in a graph with a hole (the green circle). 
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Since the least-cost path does not take in-hole edges, through controlling 
the placement and sizes of holes, we can change the features of resulting 
least-cost paths. The holes in a 2D graph (as shown in Figure 6 – 9) are 
defined as circles, and in a 3D graph (as those used in Figure 10 and 11) 
are spheres. Edges are disconnected if they locate inside a hole or cross 
the boundary of a hole. The purpose of doing so is to prevent the least-cost 
path to take the edges in the hole. The positions of holes are decided ac-
cording to the Poisson Disc distribution (Fiume, 1995), where holes must 
keep a minimum distance to each other. This decision helps to control the 
distribution of holes and the shapes of the resulting least-cost paths.  
The principle to decide the size and the number of holes is not that strict. 
Since this work does not aim at a precise simulation of a specific tree 
branch shape, a hole at a radius of 3 nodes will not have big difference 
with a radius of 4 nodes or 5 nodes. We intend to achieve a general en-
hancement of branch features that are absent in the previous work, so the 

possession of crookedness and branch gaps are the main concerns. Ac-
cording to our experience, depending on the target branch features, the 
size of holes can be set in a flexible range: in a graph of 150,000 nodes, 
holes at a radius of 2-6 nodes can be used for small-scale crookedness, and 
10-20 nodes for large-scale crookedness. Further adjustment is possible 
for specific trees. Fortunately due to the benefits of procedural methods, 
adjusting the hole sizes does not require extra effort but changing a pa-

rameter setting. Changing the hole size and re-running the program take 
less than 10 seconds for most tree structures. The number of holes in the 
graph is decided by the minimum distance in the Poisson Disc distribution 
and the radii of holes. The principle to follow is to make the holes tightly 
and evenly filled the graph but also leave narrow non-hole regions (at a 
width of 2-5 nodes) for least-cost paths.    
In Figure 6 – 9 we use least-cost paths in a 2D graph to illustrate the algo-
rithm for the ease of viewing the path shapes and the holes, which in 3D 
may be difficult because of node shading and occlusions. Figure 7 shows 

Fig. 7. Top: a tree-like structure in a graph without holes; middle: the graph 

has sparse holes; bottom: the graph with denser holes 

 

Fig. 8. From top to bottom: least-cost paths obtained in graphs with small sized 

holes, intermediate sized holes, and large sized holes. 
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how different densities of holes affect the resulting path shapes in a 2D 
graph. In the top, least-cost paths in a graph without holes tend to follow 
the flow of guiding vectors (blue arrows). In the middle, the sparsely dis-
tributed holes do not have much influence on the path shapes, because in 
addition to the edges close to the holes there are still plenty of other edges 
in the non-hole regions. It is possible that the least-cost paths do not take 
the edges around the holes but in a more direct route in the big non-hole 
regions. In the lower, the graph has many holes and the resulting paths 
demonstrate the crooked shapes, due to the very few available edges in the 
non-hole regions. A least-cost path must avoid many holes to take availa-
ble edges in order to reach the endpoint, leading to the irregular path fea-
ture.  
While the densely distributed holes contribute to the feature of path irreg-
ularity, the sizes of holes affect the scale of irregular features. Figure 8 
shows three examples. The top graph has dense small holes in which edges 
are disconnected. The paths have small-scale irregularities. The holes in 
the middle graph are larger, leading to larger crooked path shapes. The 
paths in the bottom graph show large-scale features – big gaps between 
some paths, and large turning path shape due to the path traveling around 
big holes. Figure 9 shows the use of a combination of small holes and big 
holes. The graph in the right has 12 big holes and 240 small holes whose 
radii are only 1/5 of the big holes. Compared with the paths in the left 
graph without any holes, the right paths demonstrate both big scale irreg-
ularities such as gaps between paths and crookedness of individual paths.  

4 Results and Discussion 
The feature enhancement algorithm introduced above has been applied to 
create 3D tree models, shown in the following figures. The evaluation of 
the results is based on the side by side comparison with a tree model with-
out the feature enhancement. This comparison is built on visual inspection, 
which has been used for evaluating tree modeling since the earliest syn-
thetic trees in 1980s. It is worth mentioning that in the area of tree model-
ing there does not exist an objective function or standard for evaluating 
the quality of tree models. Since the main applications of the tree models 
are for entertainment purposes, not for precise duplication or detailed sim-
ulation, the visual inspection of the presence/absence of target features can 
be used to evaluate the quality of results and the effectiveness of algo-
rithms. Actually the method of visual inspection and comparison has been 
widely used by many researchers (Stava et al., 1998; Runions, 2008; Xu 
and Mould, 2012). Here it is used to evaluate the results in this paper. 
Figure 10 shows a 3D tree with feature enhancement (on the left side) and 
a tree created using the previous method (Xu and Mould, 2015) without 
feature enhancement (on the right). The top row shows the tree skeleton 

and the lower row shows the trees after adding twigs. The left tree has 
more crooked branches which enhance the natural irregularities. The big 
gap in the central region of the left tree also makes the whole tree structure 
different from the right regular structure. This feature is hard for the pre-
vious method of guiding vectors. While the right tree shows more homo-
geneous properties, the left tree possesses more heterogeneous features. 
Figure 11 shows a 3D tree viewed from three different directions. A close 
view of individual branches is in the lower image, where due to the feature 
enhancement, the branch demonstrates a crooked shape that spreads from 
the lower left to the upper right and curves upwards. 

5 Conclusion and Future Work 

Fig. 9.  A 2D tree structure with (left) and without (right) feature enhancement. 

 

Fig. 10.  Left: a tree with feature enhancement; right: a tree without feature 

enhancement from the early work of guiding vectors (Xu and Mould, 2015). 

 

Fig. 11. A 3D tree with enhanced features viewed from three different direc-

tions. 
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This paper presents a feature enhancement algorithm for 3D tree synthesis. 
The algorithm is built on the idea of path planning and tree synthesis with 
guiding vectors. In this algorithm, a number of holes are placed in the 
graph, and edges in the holes are disconnected thus prevent the least-cost 
paths to cross the regions of holes. Due to the limited available edges in 
narrow non-hole regions, the least-cost paths are forced to take edges in 
non-hole regions especially those are close to the contour of holes, leading 
to crooked path shapes. The hole size contributes to control the scale of 
this irregularity: large holes make branch gaps and small holes make the 
fine crookedness. 
Compared with the previous work, the algorithm can effectively enhance 
the branch features and make branch shapes more irregular. The use of 
holes, including the hole distribution and hole sizing, contribute to en-
hance the heterogeneity of branches especially the natural gaps between 
branch clusters. These features are helpful to create irregular 3D trees 
which are needed in movie scenes or game animations especially for spe-
cial scenes where irregular crooked trees (such as Halloween spooky trees) 
are required. The algorithm also has its limitations. The current combina-
tion of large holes and small holes is tentative. A more sophisticated and 
systematic investigation of the proportion should be performed in the fu-
ture work. In addition, the distribution of holes is based on Poisson Disc 
distribution, which however does not take the overall tree structure into 
consideration. Different regions of the tree structure can be treated differ-
ently, with different densities of holes. In the future work, more interactive 
controls, such as sketch-based methods, will be explored to make the fea-
ture enhancement more controllable.   
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Abstract 

This study presents rain attenuation analysis from System operating at Ku and Ka Frequencies Bands. Focused to determine the effects 

of weather conditions on propagation link performance property and quality of service render to customers. Recently, there is high 

demand of data rate, voice and video information have being on the increase due to industrial evolution and technological 

advancements. Satellite communication systems have witnessed various impairments which are considered in this study. Basic climate 

data were obtained from Meteorological Centre in Nigeria, for three years duration (from January 2013 to December 2015). Four 

geographical locations, Abuja, Benin City, Kano and Warri were considered in this study, in Nigeria. It is observed that Warri 

witnessed the highest rainfall followed by Benin City, Abuja and lastly by Kano. It is observed that the month of August witnessed 

the highest rainfall per each month followed by September and July at the year 2015. It was observed that rainfall distribution pattern 

possess a non–linear distribution pattern. Therefore, Empirical modelling was deployed; using excels software to determine the rainfall 

pattern. Based on the analysis, it was observed that rainfall followed exponential distribution pattern of rainfall. The basic parameters 

used in rain attenuation were highlighted with the corresponding attenuation characteristics such has rain intensity, rain height, 

effective path length, specific attenuation, rainy path length, slang path and horizontal projection specific attenuation were determined. 

 

Keywords: Empirical modelling, Exponential, Rain Attenuation, and Rainfall Distribution Pattern 

 

 

1 Introduction  

The uses of data, voice, video information has being on the increase due 

to industrial evolution and technological advancements. The demand for 

multimedia applications, advancement in broadcast industries and quest 
for high quality of service performance has become imperative in this past 

decade. Also, with rising competition among internet and communication 

(voice) service providers to woo more subscribers with different 
applications and high quality of service render. Lastly, in view of the 

difficult terrain of some subscriber’s locations, become necessary to use 

satellite technology to provide reliable quality of service. Radio wave 
propagation between terrestrial and earth space links are adversely 

affected by atmospheric gases, rain, and cloud, fog and atmospheric 

scintillation. The problem becomes more acute for system operating at 
frequencies above 10GHZ (Ku, Ka and V bands). Nigeria is located in the 

tropics unlike the temperate environments such as Europe and North 

America. The effects of the troposphere in micro wave signals will be most 

severe in the tropics because of high occurrence of rainfall, high 

temperature, high relative humidity and high rain intensities which lead to 

a more severe signal attenuation and outage then what is experienced in 
the temperate region. Unfortunately, most communication satellite 

equipment supplied to Africa are designed based on propagation 

measurement made in Europe and North America, which may not meet 

the minimum availability standard that can cope with hash weather 

experienced in the tropics. 

The difficult terrains such as swamp areas, riverine areas are 

associated with heavy rainfall. The C-band (6/4 GHz) satellites 

communication were deployed, but due to some drawbacks associated, 

such as bandwidth limitation (within 500 MHz - 1000 MHz), interference 
due to congestion, narrow beam cannot be transmitted and direct reception 

in TVs at home uses bigger sizes of parabolic dishes (Sapna, 2008). Which 

necessitate, the use of Ku band (under k- band 14/12 GHz), Ka band (after 
k-band 30/20 GHz) and V band (70/55 GHz) take the centre stage of 

satellite communication due to higher performance, relatively congestion 

free. The satellite communications using frequencies of higher than 10 
GHz (such has Ku band, Ka band and V band) are affected by various 

propagation impairments such as rain attenuation, delay, cloud 

attenuation, Tropospheric scintillation, Ionospheric scintillation, water 
vapor attenuation, and rain and ice depolarization (Sridhar, et al  2012, 

Osahenvemwen, 2013).  

Rainfall or raindrop results in attenuation of radio waves by scattering and 

by absorption of energy from the wave and increase with increase in 

frequency, which degrades the reliability and performance of the 

communication link. (Sapna, 2008). Rain effects are dependent on 
frequency, rain rate, rain drop size distribution and drop shape, which are 

determined by the type of rain witnessed in this region under investigated 

(Yee Hui Lee_ and Stefan Winkler).The country Nigeria lie in tropical 
heavy rain regions with coordinate of latitude 100 00’N longitude 8000’E 

with total area of 923,768 square kilometers. It located within the equator 

http://www.ibii-us.org/Journals/AJAR/
mailto:Osahenvemwenaustin@ymail.com
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and tropic of cancer the latitude of Nigeria fall within the tropical zone but 
the climate conditions are not entirely tropical in nature. The climate 

condition varies in most parts of the country. In the north the climate 

condition is arid and to the south there is an equatorial type of climate. 
Therefore, due to this variation in climate condition on different 

geographical locations in Nigeria, it is important to carry out holistic study 

on this environment. 
There are two common rain types, which are convective rain and 

stratiform rain. The Convective rain arises from vertical atmospheric 

motions resulting in vertical transport and mixing. The convective rain 
flow occurs in a cell whose horizontal extent is usually several kilometers. 

The cell may be isolated or embedded in a thunderstorm region associated 
with a passing weather front. Because of the motion of the front and the 

sliding motion of the cell along the front, the high rain rate usually only 

lasts for several minutes. These rains are the most common sources of high 
rain rate events. While, the stratiform rain typically shows a stratified 

horizontal extent of hundreds of kilometers, durations exceeding one hour, 

and low rain rates of less than 25 mm/hr. For communication applications, 
stratiform rain occurs for sufficiently long periods of time that a link 

margin may be required to exceed the resulting attenuation. Stratiform rain 

covers large geographic areas, and the spatial distribution of total rainfall 
is expected to be uniform. During stratiform type of rain the point, where 

the frozen water or ice begins to melt and forms rain, is the 00c isotherm 

height (Ojo et al). Likewise the rain rate averaged over several hours is 
expected to be rather similar for ground sites located up to tens of 

kilometers apart (Yee Hui Lee_ and Stefan Winkler). The two major 

causes of rain fade are: 
Absorption – water molecules in a rain droplet absorb portions or all of 

the signal energy of the passing radio wave. With shorter wavelength, 

there will be more interaction between the radio wave and water 
molecules, leading to increased in energy losses. 

Scattering – this is a physical process, caused by either refraction or 

diffraction, in which the direction of the radio wave deviates from its 
original path as it passes through a medium containing raindrops. This 

disperses the energy of the signal from its initial travel direction. The 

accumulation of these different reactions ultimately leads to a decrease in 
the level of received signal, thus resulting in rain attenuation  

(Osahenvemwen, 2013). In addition, rain Attenuation is being affected by 

variation of frequency, location, polarization and rainfall rate. 

2 Satellite Propagation Technique  

The problems observed on satellite transmission are due to absorption 

from the cloud, ice, rain attenuation due to snow, hail and fog. Satellite 
radio waves are propagated through ionosphere, troposphere and 

stratosphere. The ionosphere is the upper part of the atmosphere where 

sufficient ionization takes place, to influence radio wave propagation. The 
ionosphere usually consist three layers D, E and F region. D region is the 

lowest of the ionosphere layers, it extends from approximately 50 to 90km 

with the maximum electron of about 109/M3 occurring between 75 and 
80km in the day time. As the electron concentration in the D region is very 

low, it tends to have little effect on light frequency wave. E region extends 

from 90 to140km and peak electron concentration occurs between 100 and 
110km (Sanjeev, 2011). 

 Electron densities in E region vary with the 11years sunspot cycle. 

Electron concentrations drop by a factor of about 100 at night in the E 
region. F region has the highest electron densities of the normal 

ionosphere. In the day time it normally consist of two parts F1 and F2. F1 

is largely disappear at night but has a peak density of about 1.5× 10¹¹/M³ 
at noon the minimum of the solar cycle F2 has the highest peak electron 

densities of ionosphere and it remains higher than in D and E region. 

Reflection from F2 layer is the major factor in higher frequency 
communication which formally handled a large fraction of long distance 

especially transoceanic, communication (Muhammad.et al.2011).Since 

the ionization is mainly caused by solar radiation, it is dependent on the 

location, time of the day, season and sunspot. Radio wave’s propagation 

through ionosphere experienced different attenuation at frequencies above 
10GHZ. As reported in literature, atmosphere contains force electrons, 

ions and molecules which interact with radio waves dependent strongly on 

frequency, so as the frequency increases, the effect of attenuation 
increases. 

The propagation factors that affect Ku and Ka bands satellite links 
communication includes, rain attenuation, depolarization due to rain and 

ice, antenna wetting, gaseous absorption cloud attenuation, wetting layers 

attenuation and tropospheric scintillation. In several rains fade 
compensation approaches can be considered at three major characteristics 

of the propagation factor as followed: rang of signal fading (dB), rate of 

signal fluctuation (dB/sec) and frequency dependence (scaling) 

3    Methods 
This study was on rain attenuation analysis from system operating at Ku 

and Ka frequencies bands. Using Nigeria as a case study, which lie in 
tropical heavy rain regions with coordinate of latitude 100 00’ N and 

longitude 80 00’ E with total area of 923,768 square kilometers. Its located 

within the equator and tropic of cancer the latitude of Nigeria fall within 
the tropical zone but the climate conditions are not entirely tropical in 

nature. Four geographical locations were considered within the country 

such are Abuja, Benin City, Kano and Warri, were considered in Nigeria. 

The daily rainfall data were obtained from Meteorological Center in 

Nigeria, for period of three year (from January 2013 to December 2015) 

for four different geography locations in Nigeria. Rainfall distribution 
pattern was determine, Empirical modeling and comparison between 

linear and exponential distribution pattern of rainfall for Benin City were 

considered in this research. Analysis  of rain  attenuation characteristics 
such has rain intensity, Effective path length, specific attenuation, rainy 

path length, rain height, slang path, horizontal projection specific 

attenuation were determined based on the ITU-R prediction model for 
various region based on obtained data  and 12 GHz as operating  

frequency. 

 

 
 

Fig1:  Map of Nigeria shown the four different locations under 
investigation   

1.0  3.1 Data presentation 

The daily rainfall for three years for four different geography locations in 
Nigeria such are Abuja, Benin City, Kano and Warri, were considered 

Table 1:  Average Rainfalls mm (inches) for Three Year, Four Different 

Locations 
  

Mon

ths  

Abuja  Kano  Warri  Benin city  

2013  2014  2015  2013  2014  2015  2013  2014  2015  2013  2014  2015  

Janu  0.1  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  3.5  2.9  0.0  0.4  2.7  0.9  

Feb  1.4  0.1  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.6  0.6  3.3  7.2  1.9  6.2  

Mar 0.9  2.2  2.3  0.0  0.0  0.0  4.9  4.7  4.5  4.1  4.2  5.9  

April  4.5  5.2  0.8  1.5  0.6  0.0  6.9  5.9  7.9  6.7  7.1  3.6  
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May  4.0  7.7  7.7  1.3  2.4  0.0  7.5  11.5  10.8  10.1  8.1  6.7  

June  5.4  5.8  5.8  2.6  3.0  2.3  15.3  10.2  16.0  8.5  8.1  13.3  

July  6.2  2.4  2.4  5.1  15.5  4.9  16.0  6.3  6.1  12.6  8.8  12.5  

Aug 5.9  17.9  4.5  13.3  16.4  15.6  5.9  11.3  20.2  5.4  13.1  7.1  

Sept 9.1  7.0  4.4  5.9  6.2  3.9  6.2  13.7  11.1  18.8  12.3  11.4  

Octo 6.5  7.0  7.0  0.3  0.6  0.3  4.9  15.3  16.9  10.9  11.8  8.8  

Nov 0.0  0.1  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  3.8  8.4  7.6  3.5  5.4  0.6  

Dec 0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.1  0.7  0.0  1.9  1.1  0.4  

 

Table 2 Climatological parameters of the stations under investigation    

 

S/

N  

Locati

ons  

Latitude  Longitud

e  

Height above 

sea level 

(Meters)  

Elevation 

 angle  

1  Abuja  90 12’  N  70 11’ E  476 meters 

(0.476 KM or 

1561 ft)  

60.00  

2  Benin 

City  

90 30’ N  20  15’ E  86 meters  

(0.086 KM or 

282ft)  

60.00  

3  Kano  120 02N  08030E  488 Meters  

(0.488 km) or 

1,601 ft  

30.00  

4  Warri  50. 52’ N  50. 75’  E  21 meters  

(0.021 KM or 

69 ft)  

60.00  

 

Source: [http//dateandtime.info/citycoordinate php, 2015]. 

 
(Note) Elevation above sea level: 484 m = 1587 ft 

3.2     Basic rain characteristics that affect satellite communication  

Rain attenuation is defined as the product of specific attenuation (dB/km) 
and the effective propagation path length (km). The product of path 

reduction factor and the physical path length of a microwave link are 

referred to as the effective path length. The strength of satellite signal may 

be degraded or reduced under rain conditions; in particular radio waves 

above 10 GHz are subject to attenuation by molecular absorption and rain. 

Presence of rain drops can severely degrade the reliability and 
performance of communication links. Attenuation due to rain effect is a 

function of various parameters including elevation angle, carrier 

frequency, height of earth station, latitude of earth station and rain fall rate. 
The primary parameters, however, are drop-size distribution and the 

number of drops that are present in the volume shared by the wave with 

the rain. It is important to note that, attenuation is determined not by how 
much rain has fallen but the rate at which it is falling. The propagation loss 

due to rain is given by: 

𝐿 = 10 log
𝑝𝑟(0)

𝑝𝑟(𝑟)
      (1) 

Where P0 is the signal power before the rain region, Pr is the signal power 

after the rain region, and r is the path length through the rain region. The 

propagation loss due to rain attenuation is usually expressed by specific 
attenuation γ in decibels per kilometer, so propagation loss is: 

𝐿 = 𝛾𝑙𝑟      (2) 

Where γ is specific attenuation in dB/km and lr is rain path length in km. 

Based on ITU-R specific attenuation model. It is found that γ depends only 
on rainfall rate, measured in millimeters per hour. From this model, the 

usual form of expressing γ is: 

𝛾 = 𝐾𝐵𝛼[𝑑𝐵 𝐾𝑀⁄ ]      (3) 

Where K and α is frequency dependent coefficients. 

Attenuation can be obtained from direct measurements or predicted from 
the knowledge of rain rate. 

 In determining rain attenuation along the slant-path of satellite 

communication required the rain parameters as followed: 
F: the frequency of operation in GHz, (12 GHz) 

θ: the elevation angle to the satellite, in degrees, (in Table 2)  

Ø: the latitude of the ground station, in degrees N and S, (in Table 2) 
hs: the height of the ground station above sea level, in km, (in Table 2) 

Re: effective radius of the Earth (8 500 km), 

R0.01: point rainfall rate for the location of interest for 0.01% of an average 
year (mm/hr). 

Firstly to compute the rain attenuation along the slant-path in satellite 

communication system is summarized as follows: 
Step 1: Determine the rain height, hR (KM) from the recommendation 

ITU-R P.839 as 

ℎ𝑅 = ℎ𝑜 + 0.36𝐾𝑀        (4) 

Where ho is the 0° C isotherm height above mean sea level at the desired 

location 
Step 2 Determine the slant-path length (LS) km 

𝐿𝑠 =
ℎ𝑟−ℎ𝑠

sin 𝜃
  for θ≥50     (5) 

Also, it given as 

𝐿𝑠 =
2(ℎ𝑟−ℎ𝑠)

(𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃+
2(ℎ𝑟−ℎ𝑠

𝑅𝑒
)
1
2

    for θ≤ 50    (6) 

Where θ is Elevation angle in degrees, hs is the height of the location above 

sea level in Km, and hR is the rain height in Km.  

The horizontal projection is then expressed as: 

𝐿𝐺 = 𝐿𝑆 cos𝜃      (7) 
Step 3: Determine the rain rate at 0.01% for the location of interest (Warri) 

over an average year. In this work, 62mm/hr from is used to derive rain 

rate at one-minute integration time at 0.01% of exceeded from long-term 
local data. 

Step 4: Calculate the specific attenuation, 𝛾𝑅, by using the frequency 

dependent regression coefficients provided in 

ITU-R P.838 Recommendation R0.01 and using the following Equation 

𝛾𝑅 = 𝐾(𝑅0.01)
𝛼      dB/km    (8) 

K and α are regression coefficients which depend on the frequency, 

polarization, raindrop size distribution and temperature and obtained 
using, 

𝐾 =
𝐾𝐻𝐾𝑣+(𝐾𝐻−𝐾𝑣)𝑐𝑜𝑠

2𝜃cos(2𝑡)

2
     (9) 

𝛼 =
𝐾𝐻𝛼𝐻+𝐾𝑣𝛼𝑣+(𝐾𝐻𝛼𝐻−𝐾𝑣𝛼𝑣)𝑐𝑜𝑠

2𝜃cos(2𝑡)

2𝐾
    (10) 

Where t is the polarization tilt angle relative to horizontal and θ is the path 
elevation angle. The polarization tilt angle t = 90 for vertical polarization 

and t=0 for horizontal polarization while circular polarization is given as 

t = 45. The frequency dependent coefficients kH, kv, αH and αv are obtained 
for both horizontal and vertical polarization over frequencies of 1-400 

GHz. 

Step 5: Determine the horizontal reduction factor or horizontal path 
adjustment factor, r0.01 at 0.01% probability and expressed as: 

𝑟0.01 =
1

1+0.78√
𝐿𝐺𝛾𝑅
𝑓

−0.38(1−𝑒−2𝐿𝐺)
      (11) 

Note: LG is the horizontal projection as determined in Step 2 and f is the 

operating frequency measured in GHz. 
Step 6: calculate the adjusted rainy path length   LR   (KM) through rain 

using 

𝐿𝑅 =
𝐿𝐺𝑟0.01

𝐶𝑂𝑆𝜃
   for ξ ˃ 0      (12) 

𝐿𝑆 =
ℎ𝑅−ℎ𝑠

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃
  for ξ ≤ 0     (13) 

𝜉 = tan−1
ℎ𝑅−ℎ𝑠

𝐿𝐺𝑟0.01
  Degrees    (14) 

Step 7 obtain the vertical reduction factor or vertical adjustment factor, v 

0.01, for 0.01% of the time by using 

 𝑉0.01 =
1

1+√𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃[31(1−𝑒
−
𝜃
1+𝑋)

√𝐿𝑅𝛾𝑅
𝑓2

−0.45]

    (15) 

Where  X=36-/ Ø/,for  /Ø/<360     (16) 

  X=0, for / Ø/˃ 360    (17) 
Step 8: The effective path length through rain LE is then computed from: 
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𝐿𝐸 = 𝐿𝑅𝑉𝑂.𝑂1  KM     (18) 

Step 9: Calculate the predicted attenuation exceeded for 0.01% of an 
average year. 

𝐴0.01 = 𝛾𝑅𝐿𝐸  DB       (19) 

Step 10: The estimated attenuation to be exceeded for the other 

percentages of an average year, in the range 0.001% to 10% may then be 

estimated using A0.01   as 

𝐴𝑃 = 𝐴0.01(
𝑃

0.01
)−[0.655+0.03𝐼𝑛(𝑃)−0.045𝐼𝑛(𝐴0.01)−𝛽𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃(1−𝑝)]  (20) 

Where p is the percentage probability of interest and β is given by 

For   P ≥ 1%, β =0      (21) 
For p< 1%, β=0 if /Ø/≥360    (22) 

β= - 0.005 (/Ø/-36) for θ 250 and /Ø/ ≤360    (23) 

β= -0.005(/ /-36) + 1.8-4.25sinθ    (24) 
  For θ < 250  and   /Ø/< 360    (25) 

 

Table 3. Various rainfall rates with different % time exceeded (Warri) 

S/N  % Time 

exceeded  

Rainfall Rate 

(mm/hr)  

Attenuation (dB)  

1  0.001%  114.36  35.45  

2  0’01%  62.00  16.35  

3  0.1%  17.13  3.22  

4  1%  1.94  0.21  

5  10%  0  0.0  

 

In this analysis some parameter were assumed to be able to determine the 

rain attenuation parameters, such operating frequency at 12 GHz, and 

other basic parameters obtained are from Table 2. 

Table 4. Rainfall Parameters Related to Ku and Ka frequencies bands. 

S/

N  

Locations  

under 

investigati

on  

Duration 

of  years  

Rainfal

l  

(mm)  

rain 

height  

Effective 

path 

 length,  

(Km)  

1  Abuja  2013-

2015  

9.25  4.17 km  12.03  

2  Benin 

City  

2013-

2015  

12.36  3.78 km  10.23  

3  Kano  2013-

2015  

8.35  4.18 km  12.11  

5   Warri  2013-

2015  

13.14  3.71 km  10.07  

 

Determine the slant-path length (LS) km or effective path length 

𝐿𝑠 =
ℎ𝑟−ℎ𝑠

sin 𝜃
  for θ≥50 

𝐿𝑆 =
3.78−0.086

𝑆𝑖𝑛600
    =10.23km   For Benin City location 

The slant-path length (LS) km or effective path length is used to determine 

the rain attenuation in satellite communication system. 

  4      Data Analysis, Result and Discussion  

The data obtained from Nigeria metrological centre from 2013 to 2015 for 

four different geographical locations are analysis using Microsoft excel 
software to determine various Figures. 

 
 

Fig 2: total rain fall for three years for four different geographical locations 

The daily rainfalls were obtained from metrological centre in Nigeria, 

from the three years data, from 2013 to 2015 were considered for four 
geographical locations. Warri and Benin City are from the south of 

Nigeria, while Abuja was from the centre part of Nigeria and lastly Kano 

was located in north part of Nigeria. It was observed that warri witnessed 
the highest rainfall has shown in Fig 2, followed by Benin City, Abuja and 

lastly by Kano. 

 

 
 

Fig 3 cascaded of rainfall into yearly bases on the four different 

geographical locations 

The rainfalls were cascaded into yearly bases in the four different 
geographical locations in Nigeria. From the Fig 3, the year rainfalls were 

compared; it was observed that Benin City, Kano and Abuja witnessed 

lower rainfall throughout the 2015 year, while Warri witnessed the 

heaviest rainfall in 2015. In Fig 4 showed the rainfalls in four different 

locations in relative to years and months. It was observed that the month 

of August witnessed the highest rainfall per each month followed by 
September and July 
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Fig 4 Rainfalls in Four Different Locations with respectively Years and 

Months 
 

 
 

In Fig 5 presents the rainfall distribution pattern for four different 

geographical locations, the rainfall were capture throughout the days and 

the months in 2015 years and was compared with rainfall distribution 

pattern of Benin City location, using different years presented in Fig 6. It 

was observed that rainfall distribution pattern is non–linear distribution 

pattern. 

 

 
 
Fig 5 the rainfall Distribution pattern for Benin City for three years 

4.1        Empirical modeling 
Empirical modeling refers to any kind of computer modeling based on 

empirical observations rather than on mathematically describable 

relationships of the system modeled. Based on the data obtained, and 

developing empirical model, deploying micro software using excel 
package, the resultant output were presented in Fig 7 and Fig 8. This 

empirical model was developed based on rainfall data obtained from 

Benin City location for three years. The distribution pattern was examined 
as Exponential distribution pattern and the resultant equations were 

presented in Fig 7, similarly linear distribution pattern was considered in 

Fig 8. The comparison of between Exponential distribution pattern and 
linear distribution pattern are presented in Table 4. 

 

 
Fig 7: Empirical model based on exponential distribution pattern  

 

 
 

 

Fig 8 Empirical model based on linear distribution pattern  

 

Table 5: the comparison between linear and exponential distribution pattern 

of rainfall for Benin City 

 

S

/

N  

Years  Linear Distribution Pattern  Exponential  Distribution Pattern  

 Resultant Equation  R2-Squared value  
 Resultant 

 Equation  

R2-Squared  

value  

1  2013  𝑦 = 0.28𝑥 + 5660 𝑅2 = 0.040 𝑌 = 3.344𝑒0.07𝑥 𝑅2 = 0.067 

2  2014  𝑦 = 0.389𝑥 + 4.577 𝑅2 = 0.112 𝑦 = 4.375𝑒0.038 𝑅2 = 0.031 

3  2015  𝑦 = 0.013𝑥 + 8.36 𝑅2 = 0.000 𝑦 = 6.647e−0.07x 𝑅3 = 0.047 

 
The resultant outputs from empirical modeling are presented in Table 5, 

which involves the comparison between linear and exponential 

distribution pattern of rainfall for Benin City for duration of three years 
(2013-2015) average rainfall. It was observed that exponential distribution 
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pattern of rainfall were more consisted, compared to the result obtained 
from linear distribution rain pattern in Table 5. 

Therefore the exponential distribution pattern Equation is presented in 

Equation (26). 

𝑦 = 4.375𝑒0.038𝑥                                                        (26) 
Y represents the average rainfall from 2013 to 2015; x represents the 

various months of the year. The resultant R2- squared value obtained is 

0.031. 

4.2 Analysis of rain attenuation parameters in respect to satellite 

communication 

 Nigeria is a tropical region that lies between the geographical area of 4°N, 

3°E and 14°N, 15°E in the South-Eastern edge of the West African region. 

It is characterized by rainy and dry 

4.2.1 Analysis of rain attenuation parameters in respect to satellite 

communication 

 Nigeria is a tropical region that lies between the geographical area of 4°N, 

3°E and 14°N, 15°E in the South-Eastern edge of the West African region. 
It is characterized by rainy and dry seasons. The rainy season (between the 

months of April and October) is heavily influenced by an air mass 

originating from the South Atlantic Ocean, known as the South-West 
(monsoon) wind or the Tropical Maritime (MT) air mass, while the dry 

season (between November and March) are accompanied by a dust laden 

air mass from the Sahara desert, known as Harmat-tan or the Tropical 
Continental (CT) air mass. Harmattans (between December and February) 

are the dry, hot-by-day and cold-by-night dust-laden North-East wind, 

which is usually associated with the variable intensification of the sub-
tropical anticyclone. Nigeria, like any other tropical region is 

characterized mostly by convective rainfall types (Convective, Monsoon 

Precipitation and Tropical Storm).  

       5               Conclusion  

Most satellite services are offered at C band frequencies, but a 

lot of interest applications emerged in deploying Ku and ka-band 
satellites. The advantages offered, by ku and ka band satellite services 

include terrain independence and large coverage areas etc. The congestion 

experienced at lower frequency bands satellite, due to high demand for 
diverse services and increased bandwidth used by voice calls were 

explored by higher frequency bands (ku and ka band). The major 

drawback experienced in operating at such a higher frequencies (Ka-band 
and above), is signal distortion result from free space and rainfall. In this 

study, the rain attenuation is calculated, for different rainfall rates and 

exceedence percentages under the investigated area. It is observed that 
attenuation increases as rainfall rates increase. However, rainfall 

attenuation is strongly dependent on two factors as followed: operating 
frequency and the local rain rate. Also, the effective path length for each 

region is determined and it is dependent on frequency and elevation angle. 

The effective path length depends strongly on elevation angle and 
operating frequency of the satellite. Also the vertical polarization produces 

less rain attenuation than horizontal polarization at Ku and Ka band and 

the rainfall distribution pattern followed exponential distribution pattern 
under area investigated. Further study, can be carried out in this area by 

developing models for rain attenuation parameters in corresponding to the 

locations under investigation.  
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Abstract 

The aim of this study is to develop a web-based computer centre using biometric finger print for verification/authentication and tie the 

MAC adders of all the system to the program server, tie the computers with the sever through quantum mechanics distribution (QKD) 

for the intranet only, to prevent intruders via intranet; building a system that will not be compromised and with desired confidence. 

Visual Studio was utilized to develop the Front-end aspect of the Computer Based Test (CBT) authentication software while Visual 

Basic.NET was applied to develop the software. The Backend was designed using MySQL server application, thus all the data for the 

CBT authentication software are stored in the MySQL database. During processing, records are retrieved from the database and dis-

played in the Front end. The performance under test was found to be satisfactory when comparing Manual verification/authentication 

(average 6.6sec) to Biometric verification/authentication (average 1sec). All unauthorized users are blocked and appropriate warning 

messages sent to the client by the server when they initiate Login procedure. This eliminates external access from unauthorized persons 

sitting for the examinations. All systems can see the network Identification, but not all persons have access right to the examination. 

 

Keywords: Biometric, Finger print, MAC (Media Access Control) Address, CBT (Computer Based Test), IP (Internet Protocol), Da-

tabase 

 

 

1 Introduction  

Computer based centre (CBC) is the connection of computers to a desig-

nated server through a switch or an array of switches for conducting of 

computer based examinations. For a CBC to be operational the computers 

must be able to communicate with the server in real time, as such system 

security will be required to protect the integrity of the system. In a CBC 

system, we have the hardware and software. The hardware includes the 

computers, switch, cable connectors, servers etc. The software represents 

the program that runs on the systems, enabling the user and the system to 

communicate.  There have been many security systems that are tied to user 

interface.  CBC, for example has a one-way authentication/verification, 

two-way authentication/verification and an IP authentication/verification, 

but with this authentication/verification there is still intruder in the system. 

In this paper we will be using IP/MAC for surveillance and Biometric fin-

gerprint for authentication/verification which will be tied to the CBT. 

Examination is one of the best methods of evaluating the knowledge and 

ability of an individual (Adebayo and Abdulhamid, 2014). Its purpose is 

to assess how much each student has learned compared to fellow students 

in the same course or learning situation. Various examination methods are 

being used in higher education institutions to assess academic progress, 

such as paper-pencil-based examinations, assignments, presentations etc. 

With the increasing rate of examination malpractices in the educational 

sectors the school management deserve to inculcate a tight security means 

to ensure that these activities of examination impersonators are reduced. 

The activities of these examination impersonators have harmed the educa-

tional sector greatly (Luecht, 2005a; 2005b). With the recent advancement 

in Information and Communications Technology (ICT), there are some 

drawbacks that can affect computer based centres with hackers always 

looking for loopholes in how examinations are conducted. Several ap-

proaches (Todorov, 2007) for security have been adopted by various indi-

viduals and institutions, such as one-way authentication and two-way au-

thentication systems, and IP address for authentication (Ahmad and Abu, 

2013; Saliu et al., 2013; Nafiu, 2014). A major drawback with the use of 

IP address on a system/network is that, it can be changed by hackers and 

this can compromise the security of a network system there by encourag-

ing malpractice (Beaver, 2013). Other well-known security methods are 

firewalls, pass-wording, mathematical algorithms of encryption and de-

cryption scheme.  
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The goal of this paper is to develop a computer based centre using bio-

metric finger print for verification/authentication and tie the MAC adders 

of all the system to the program server for the intranet/internet, to prevent 

intruders via intranet/internet while building a system that will not be com-

promised and with desired confidence. The proposed system will use fin-

ger print biometrics. This would help ensure that only registered student 

during registration with their finger print are allowed into the examination 

hall, start examination and submit examination. The system without reg-

istered MAC adders on the server cannot be used for the examination, a 

scenario where you are your own access key to your examination. As one 

enables his/her examination it registers as attendance signed and as you 

submit using biometric you also sign out the attendance, this could seem 

very convenient.  

The developed system would contribute in preventing malpractices in the 

educational sector. Impersonation which has eaten the educational system, 

thereby encouraging laziness among students would be eliminated and 

standard of student educational performance would be increased. Up till 

now the JAMB UTME, does not encourage the use of fingerprint as mode 

of authentication, this has resulted in people sitting for examinations for 

others. With the adoption of fingerprint, irregularities will be eliminated 

as fingerprint authentication will also be employed during collection of 

results and certificates. Nevertheless, for some people, the use of finger-

print technology is very intrusive, because is still related to criminal iden-

tification. Moreover, there can be inherent errors in the system with the 

dryness (or dirty) of the finger’s skin, as well as with the degradation due 

to aging. In addition, a fingerprint can be copied and used by hacker. Table 

1 shows a comparison of other biometric options that can also be used. In 

general, most persons prefer to use finger print biometric than other bio-

metric like iris and retinal scan because of the talk of the risk that it may 

affect the human eyes.  

Table 1. Comparison of different biometric technology 

Biometric         tech-

nology 

Accuracy  Cost  Devices re-

quired 

Social ac-

ceptability  

Iris recognition High  High Camera  Low 

Retinal scan High High Camera  Low  

Finger print High medium Scanner Medium  

2 Methods 

The user is enrolled into the system using biometric and the enrolment is 

tied to the CBC program platform, this is stored as a template on the data-

base. When a user attempts to enter the examinations platform, a biometric 

program will pop up for the user to put his finger on the scanner for veri-

fication/authentication and the main features of the object scanned are then 

extracted and converted into a digital representation. This file is then com-

pared to the templates on the database. If a match is found, the user is 

granted access to the examination platform.  

For this to be achieved, the front-end aspect of the CBT authentication 

software is designed with Visual Studio. The language used to develop the 

software is Visual Basic.NET. The backend is designed with MySQL 

server application, which is easy-to-use database software. All the data for 

the CBT authentication software are stored in the MySQL database. Then 

records are retrieved from the database and displayed in the front end. A 

connector called mysql connector is installed in the computer system to 

provide a way for the visual basic.net codes to be able to access the data 

stored in the database. The connector provides access to the tables and 

records and they are copied to the computer memory. 

2.1 Finger Print Technique (http://www.androidauthor-

ity.com/how-fingerprint-scanners-work-670934/) 

The minutiae extraction technique implemented is based on the widely 

employed Crossing Number method. For the image post-processing stage 

I implemented the minutiae validation algorithm. The fingerprint scanner 

that was use is capacitive scanners, as capacitors can store electrical charge, 

connecting them up to conductive plates on the surface of the scanner allows 

them to be used to track the details of a fingerprint. The charge stored in the 

capacitor was changed slightly when a finger’s ridge is placed over the con-

ductive plates. An op-amp integrator circuit was used to track these changes, 

which was then recorded by an analogue-to-digital converter. Figures 1 shows 

the circuit diagram of the theory and architecture behind a capacitive finger-

print scanning chip while Figure 2 shows the flowchart of biometric finger 

print design. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. The theory and architecture behind a capacitive fingerprint scanning chip 

2.2 Enrolment / Verification of the Biometric System 

This section shows the sequence of Biometric Encryption algorithm as il-

lustrated in Figures 3 – 7.  

3 Test, Results and Discussion 

3.1 Testing and Evaluation 

The model is evaluated using the fingerprint verification/authentication to 

start examination and to submit examination during the examination pe-

riod and a series of experiments were performed focusing on the effective-

ness, speed and its usability. The usability testing technique is a technique 

for ensuring that the intended users of the system can carry out the in-

tended task efficiently, with a limited time. 

3.1.1 Test for Enrolment Time 

The program was tested using 10 different persons; 5 boys and 5 girls, the 

time it takes for one person fall between 17sec to 35sec, average of 25.4sec 

per person, as shown in Table 2. 
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of biometric finger print design 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.   Overview of the enrolment/verification process for Biometric fingerprint connecting to CBT 
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  Fig. 4.   Biometric fingerprint enrolment for new user sample 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Fig. 5.   Biometric fingerprint enrolment/ verification sample 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Fig. 6. Biometric fingerprint verification sample 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Computer based test sample 

3.1.2 Speed of Verification and Authentication 

This test was used to measure the average time it takes to verify/authenti-

cate students’ manual with biometric and attendance signature with bio-

metric signature, Table 3 shows the result of manual (average 6.6sec)/bi-

ometric verification and authentication (average 1sec) and manual signa-

ture (average 11.4sec), one will note that for biometric signature will be 

generated from the program. 

Table 2. Time taken for student to enrol in biometric 

Sample Time Taken (sec) 

Joy Osaretin 17 

Blessing Agho 20 

Abohwoyere Omokhua 33 

Osatohawmen Osamuyi 34 

Amarachukwu Anajemba 35 

Vivian Anokwuru 26 

Denoraah Zainab 20 

Ashonofor Wilson 24 

Chigozie Ebito 21 

Eguavoen Iziegbe 24 

Total 254 

Total Average 25.4 

Table 3. Manual/biometric verification and authentication 

Sample  Manual            

verification/ 

authentication 

(sec) 

 

Manual  Sig-

nature               

(sec) 

Biometric 

verification/ 

authentication 

(sec) 

Joy Osaretin 7  6 1 

Blessing Agho 5  15  1 

Abohwoyere Omokhua 5  7  1 
Osatohawmen Osamuyi 9  10  1 
Amarachukwu Anajemba 8  17 1 
Vivian Anokwuru 4  13  1 
Denoraah Zainab 9  11  1 
Ashonofor Wilson 6  8  1 
Chigozie Ebito 10  13  1 
Eguavoen Iziegbe 3  14  1 
Total Time 66 114 10 

Average Time 6.6 11.4c 1 
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3.1.3  Test of Two-way Authentication with Biometric Authentica-

tion 

Table 4 shows the time it takes to type in the username and the password 

in the two-way authentication (average 15.2sec) and the Biometric authen-

tication (average 1sec). 

Table 4.  Result of Two-way Authentication with Biometric Authentica-

tion 

Sample  Two-way                  

authentication            

(sec) 

Biometric                 

authentication (sec) 

Joy Osaretin 11 1 

Blessing Agho 12 1 

Abohwoyere Omokhua 18  1 
Osatohawmen Osamuyi 18  1 
Amarachukwu Anajemba 19  1 
Vivian Anokwuru 14  1 
Denoraah Zainab 14  1 
Ashonofor Wilson 16  1 
Chigozie Ebito 13  1 
Eguavoen Iziegbe 17  1 
Total Time 152 10 

Average Time 15.2  1 

3.2 Test of program to general requirements 

The software developed was also tested and evaluated based on the fol-

lowing criteria; 

(1) Ease of Enrolment. 

(2) Fast to verify/authenticate.   

(3) Adherence to Verification Rules for Examination eligibility. 

(4) Fast communication between systems to server  

 

The software was found to satisfy the above criteria given the following 

observations: 

(1) The developed system also ensures that only students who are to 

sit for exams are allowed access into the examination platform. 

(2) It was observed using star connection for the network (LAN) is 

the best, when one system goes down other will be working.  

(3) Student and course attendance report are available to the system 

administrator, it can be concluded that the developed system 

effectively addresses the needs of CBC removing malpractice 

from academic environment with regards to exams and student 

attendance. The system respond time was 1ms during system 

to server communication and less then 2ms during authentica-

tion; efficiency, and reliability at real time was very good. 

4 Conclusion 

Security is ongoing process where due care and diligence to protect exam-

ination need to be put in place, without security in network systems, most 

system will be highly exposed to a lot of dangers and threats. Different 

information technologists have developed several tools, design phases and 

other techniques to help in the development of standard computer based 

centre. Most of the technologist had not looked into biometric for authen-

tication and MAC address System. One can recall that why one needs se-

curity in the examination to eliminate organised malpractice, a summary 

of comparison of biometrics is shown in Table 2 Managing the speed of 

manual verification and authentication with the biometric verification and 

authentication.  The lapses recorded in traditional methods of recording 

and managing attendance has also be solve by generating attendance from 

the develop system, to ensure the integrity of such records; biometrics is a 

tool that cannot be neglected. Fingerprint authentication has thus been 

tested and proven as a veritable tool in achieving the much needed auto-

mation. The result shows that the average time taken per student using 

biometric and manual verification/authentication register are 1 and 6.6 

seconds respectively. 

The major strength of the developed system lies in its high scalability and 

flexibility, by careful examination, it can be inferred that biometric au-

thentication could not only speed up the process of taking exams, attend-

ance but reduce the error rate and produce faster verification/authentica-

tion process of student verification/authentication policy required for writ-

ing examination in a campus environment. This paper presented a simpli-

fied, low cost fingerprint based system solution to the management elimi-

nating malpractice/irregularity in examination. However, it might also be 

necessary to investigate student through hybridized biometric features like 

face and iris for better performance. 

5 Recommendation 

It is highly recommended that the management of Universities take exam-

ination/irregularities issues seriously. Biometric verification/authentica-

tion promises to provide the global solution with a sound identity manage-

ment system, which could eliminate malpractice from the University. If 

biometric security measure is not strictly adhered to in examination in the 

University and other places for signing in/out, it could pave way for mali-

cious intruders to have access to the University. If examinations are not 

properly secured and falls into the wrong hands, it could spell doom for 

such a University. In addition, if security measures are not strictly adhered 

to, these could pave way for hackers and malicious intruders to have ac-

cess to examinations. 
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Abstract 

This paper shows the theoretical development of hierarchy by kernels and an algorithm used to obtain an interesting class or partition 

from a hierarchy. Also shown is the theorem about the Kernels Optimal Criterion and how it is expressed as a function of the masses 

of the points of the vector space and product scale points, the inertia of the cloud formed by those two points or hierarchical nodes, 

which are called subcores or sub-kernels. The application is made on the terminal efficiency of postgraduate degrees at ESIA, IPN 

Mexico, along its first 48 years of academic and scientific life and the development of students  ́graduation.  
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1 Introduction  

From the theoretical standpoint, the purpose of this paper is to analyze, 

under the precepts of data analysis, the relationship which exists or lies 

between a hierarchical kernel and the sub-kernels. I also considered, for 

the construction of the hierarchical classification, the influence that have 

kernel and sub-kernel concepts at the time of the interpretation of the hi-

erarchical tree. 

But why the existence of the purpose? Well, the answer is simple, since 

one of the major problems that arise at the time of interpretation and vali-

dation of results in hierarchical classification is the confidence given to 

the separation of classes of values in the hierarchical tree, and above the 

meaning of the height to which are those same classes that build the hier-

archy. The height is called level index. 

In relation to the application of the theory and interpretation of results 

on real data, let me explain then what seems to be the classic tedious and 

gruesome development of education in underdeveloped societies academ-

ically and where the accountability is very little practiced.  

On December 14, 1961, the General Director of the National Polytech-

nic Institute Mexico, IPN, presented before to the Technical Advisory 

Board of the Institute the advantages and rationale to establish the Gradu-

ate Section of the Higher School of Engineering and Architecture, ESIA, 

IPN. On July 16, 1962, registration into postgraduate degrees at ESIA 

IPN, were formally started, with two master degrees in sciences, with spe-

cialty in structures and hydraulics [1]. Courses formally started on 

Wednesday, August 1, 1962. The syllabi of both master degrees were or-

ganized in half-year periods. On December 14, 1966, the School Consulter 

Technical Committee of the IPN discussed, in the fourth point of its 

agenda, the creation of six master degrees and a doctorate degree in sci-

ences, among which there was a new master degree in sciences in plan-

ning. In 1978, an unprecedented expansion was intended, based on a pro-

posal to create a master degree in sciences for every civil engineering spe-

cialty. Despite the boldness of such proposal, four new master degrees in 

sciences were established: architecture, environmental engineering, geol-

ogy and soil mechanics. In 1981, mining and oil specialties for the master 

degree in geology, and architecture and architecture specialty with options 

for architectonic design and works construction and control were created. 

In 1983, the structural analysis, steel structures, cement structures, archi-

tecture and ports development specialties, for the master degree in hydrau-

lics [1] were created. On June, 1998, through the execution of a General 

Academic Collaboration Agreement with the Polytechnic University of 

Madrid, UPM, a joint civil engineering doctorate degree with specialty in 

environmental hydraulics was established. Such doctorate degree was 

taught at SEPI ESIA, ALM Unit, IPN, with the support of the Civil Engi-

neering -hydraulics and energy-Department of the UPM. Years later, ed-

ucational and research institutions must report to the society on the re-

sources provided for the creation and support of these graduate programs. 

Its usefulness and provided benefits who gave such economic support, 

since it is never done. 

2 Properties of the kernel 

A vector space is a set V provided with two operations: the addition of 

elements of V and the multiplication of elements of V with a scalar. 

http://www.ibii-us.org/Journals/AJAR/
mailto:fcasanova49@prodigy.net.mx
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A mapping T of a vector space V into a vector space W is called a 

linear transformation of V into W if, for any vectors ,   V and an arbi-

trary real number r, the following hold: i) T(+) = T + T and ii) T(r) 

= rT(). Si W = V, the transformation T is often called an operator on V. 

Associated with any linear transformation T: V  W, are two very im-

portant space in data analysis: the rank space or range denoted by RT; and 

the kernel or the null space of T, denoted by NT, defined in (1) as: 

 

NT = {𝑇𝛼 = 0 |  𝑉}                            (1) 

 

We also know that if V is the space on which T operated, we define 

Ki to be the kernel of the operator T - i; that is, Ki is the subspace of 

vectors V, such that (T + i) = 0, and so its nonzero members are the 

Eigenvalues of T that belong to i. 2 pp. 94-121.  

3 Theoretical development of hierarchy by kernel 

Based on the fact that factorial correspondence analysis represents, on the 

same graphic, both sets comprising a tabular correspondence arrangement; 

sets I of individuals and Q of classes defined for each variable J, and that 

when such must be taxonomies, a rigid class system must be fixed, then 

the global and spatial vision provided by factorial analysis allows us to 

establish through some kind of aggregation method, a type of hierarchy of 

the data under analysis. 

The method herein shown is tributary to three options: i) calculation 

of the distance between elements where factorial coordinates are known; 

ii) juxtaposition of mass or weight to each element; and iii) calculation of 

a distance between element classes, depending on an aggregation criterion 

based on cores. Since our data include factorial values related to Q classes, 

we shall retain a small number of A cardinality factors, not higher than 

75% of factorial data. 

Let us define factorial set of values through set: {𝐹𝛼(𝑞)    𝑞 ∈

𝑄  𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝛼 ∈ 𝐴}, with which it is possible to calculate many tabular ar-

rangements for distances between elements. In our case, we shall intro-

duce the following distance. Let q and q´ be two classes of a variable jJ 

such that q and q´ Q. Classes q and q´ belong to a normed factorial space 

with a fixed set of coordinates. If 𝑑: 𝐹 ⟶  ℝ  then (F, d) is a metric space. 

Factorial distance between 𝐹(𝑞) and 𝐹(𝑞´) is the addition of lengths of 

projections of line segment between factorial values on the axes system. 

This is mathematically expressed as follows 3 and 4: 

 

𝑑2(𝑞, 𝑞´) = ∥ 𝑞, 𝑞´ ∥2=  ∑ (𝐹𝛼(𝑞) − 𝐹𝛼(𝑞´))2
𝛼∈𝐴               (2) 

 

Where q and q´ are classes of variable jJ, d is the distance between 

classes,  is the axis, A is the set of axes and 𝐹𝛼 (𝑞) and 𝐹𝛼(𝑞´) are factorial 

values of classes. In accordance with the second option of the aggregation 

method defined, the distance between classes is juxtaposed by inertia  of 

the set of dots along axis , which is represented by the own value related 

to the corresponding axis, because of this equation (2) may be re-ex-

pressed as follows: 

 

𝑑2(𝑞, 𝑞´) = ∥ 𝑞, 𝑞´ ∥2=  ∑   𝜆𝛼
−1(𝐹𝛼(𝑞) −  𝐹𝛼(𝑞´))2

𝛼∈𝐴             (3) 

 

Where q and q´ are the classes of variable jJ, d is the distance between 

classes,  is the axis, 𝜆𝛼
−1 is the inverse of distance between classes on 

axis  and 𝐹𝛼(𝑞) represents factorial value of class q on axis  4 and 

5. Once the distance between values has been defined, the diameter in-

dex of nodes of classification  of such hierarchy must be calculated, 

through: 

 

𝜈(𝑛) =  
𝑓𝑎∗ 𝑓𝑏

𝑓𝑎+ 𝑓𝑏
 ∥ 𝐹𝛼(𝑎) − 𝐹𝛼 (𝑏) ∥2     ∀  𝑛 ∈ 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑜             (4) 

 

Where a and b are barycenter’s of elements of the index, fa and fb are the 

mass in a and b barycenter’s, and 𝐹𝛼(𝑎) and 𝐹𝛼(𝑏) are factorial values of 

a and b barycenter’s. In addition, 𝑎 ∪ 𝑏 = 𝑛 and  𝑎 ∩ 𝑏 = Φ.  

Every time, the distance between elements that are hierarchized 

must be recalculated with those to be hierarchized, because of this the fol-

lowing diameter index 𝜈(𝑛) is:  

 

𝜈(𝑛) =  
𝑓𝑎∗ 𝑓𝑏

𝑓𝑎+ 𝑓𝑏
 ∥ 𝜆𝛼

−1𝐹𝛼(𝑎) − 𝜆𝛼
−1𝐹𝛼(𝑏) ∥2     ∀  𝑛 ∈ 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑜           (5) 

 

Where 𝜈(𝑛) is diameter index, 𝑓𝑎  and 𝑓𝑏  are masses of a and b bary-

center’s, 𝐹𝛼(𝑎) and 𝐹𝛼(𝑏) are factorial values of a and b barycenter’s, and 

𝜆𝛼
−1 is the square root of total distance of the A set of dots, along axis . 

Now, from equation (4) it may be seen that the addition of values 

of diameter indexes is equal to the addition of total distance  of the set of 

dots along  axis, that is: 

 

∑ 𝜈(𝑛) =  ∑ 𝜆𝛼𝛼∈𝐴𝑛∈𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑜                          (6) 

 

Where 𝜈(𝑛) diameter is indexed and  is the total distance of the set of 

axes. From equation (5) it may be seen that the addition of the values of 

diameter indexes is equal to A’s cardinality. 

 

∑ 𝜈(𝑛) =  𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑑 (𝐴) 𝑛∈𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑜                          (7) 

3.1 The algorithm 

Classification algorithm looks for two minimum values of the table of fac-

tors of classes of the sub-kernels to be hierarchies. 

 

     𝛿(𝑞, 𝑞´) =  
𝑓𝑞∗ 𝑓𝑞´

𝑓𝑞+ 𝑓𝑞´
 ∥ 𝐹𝛼(𝑞) −  𝐹𝛼(𝑞´) ∥2     ∀  𝑞, 𝑞´ ∈ 𝑄                     (8) 

 

From this aggregation, defined as   𝑘 = 𝑞 ∪ 𝑞´, a new partition or 

kernel of the set of Q classes must be updated making: 𝒫 = 𝑄 ∪ {𝑘} −

 {𝑞, 𝑞´}. Distances between this new element k and q´´ are recalculated, 

showing the following minimum value of the factors table, through for-

mula (4), thus making 𝜈(𝑛) =  𝛿(𝑎, 𝑏).The minimum of the new table is 

investigated, aggregated and a new partition is updated below. The above 

is carried out until there are no more than the two last cores to be added, 

taking into account that the link is the base set 5 and 6. 

Theorem Kernels Optimal Criterion. If aggregation kernels are 

groups of factors with same cardinality and  the space of kernels or 

cores, the optimal election criterion is: 

 

𝑑(𝐿, 𝑃) =  ∑ 𝑑(𝐴𝑖 − 𝑃𝑖)
𝑘

𝑖=1
 

 

Where L is the total set of kernels or cores, Ai is the ith core con-

taining a certain number of objects of P population. 
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Demonstration. Let L = {𝐴1, … , 𝐴ℎ}, 𝐴𝑖 ⊂ ℒ be the ith kernels or 

core containing q elements of population. 𝑃 =  {𝑃1 , … , 𝑃ℎ} is partition of 

space  into k-classes. Let ℒ𝑘   be the set of kth cores and 𝒫𝑘  the set of 

partitions of  kernels space into classes. 𝑑(𝐴𝑖, 𝒫𝑖) measures dissimilari-

ties between kernel or core Ai and class 𝒫𝑖. Based on the above, the prin-

cipal problem is to look for a L*  ℒ𝑘  and a population P  𝒫𝑘  that mini-

mize d dissimilarity. 

Let 𝑑(𝑞1, 𝑞2) be a measure for dissimilarities between couples of 

individuals or classes. Let us suppose that: 

 

𝑑(𝑞1, 𝑞2) =  ∑  ∑ 𝑑(𝑞1 − 𝑞2)
𝑞2∈𝑌𝑞1∈𝑋

 

 

Where X and Y are parts of the set of  individuals, then: 

 

𝑑(𝑞2, {𝑞1}) = 𝑑(𝑌, 𝑞1)     and     𝑑( {𝑞1}, 𝑌) = 𝑑(𝑞1, 𝑌) 

 

In case that kernels or cores are groups of individuals, the algorithm 

shall be specified, since such is based on choosing two functions: assigna-

tion function and representation function. For the assignation function, 

given the kernels or cores  {𝐴1, … , 𝐴ℎ}, partition 𝑃 =  {𝑃1 , … , 𝑃ℎ } de-

ducted is defined by: 

 

𝑃𝑖 =  {𝑞1 ∈  Ω  𝑑(𝐴𝑖, 𝑞1) ≤  𝑑(𝐴𝑗 , 𝑞1) ∀  𝑖, 𝑗 } 

 

In case of equality, 𝑞1 shall be assigned to the lowest index class. 

Partitions P thus deducted from L are shown by  𝑃 = 𝑓(𝐿), where f is an 

application of ℒ𝑘   in  𝒫𝑘; that is:  𝑓: ℒ𝑘   ⟶  𝒫𝑘, and it is called assignation 

function. 

For the representation function, given partition P, L = {𝐴1, … , 𝐴ℎ} 

kernels or cores are deducted as:  

 

𝐴𝑖 =  {𝑞1 ∈ ℒ   𝑞1 ∈

{𝑞} 𝑤𝑖𝑐ℎ 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒 𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦  𝑑(𝑞1, 𝒫𝑖)}     (9) 

 

In order to ensure the unit of Ai, the set of q elements of  space 

minimizing  ∑ 𝑑(𝑞1, 𝒫𝑖) ∀  𝒫𝑖 ⊂𝑞1∈𝐴𝑖
 Ω, exists and is unique. Therefore, 

the representation function exists. QED 

3.2 Sub-kernels 

Let a vector space V of W, if it exists U  V not empty then U is a vector 

subspace of V if it complies with the properties given in § 2. Therefore, 

sub-kernel means a subset N  NT. Now that we have seen the principal 

theorem of hierarchical cores and the implementation of his algorithm, 

let's see how it is expressed, depending on the masses of the points of the 

vector space and the scalar product of these points, the inertia of the cloud 

formed by those two points or hierarchical nodes, which in our case are 

called sub-cores or sub-kernels forming the principal node of the hierar-

chy. 

Usually the inertia In(g) (or In(h)) part of the cloud N(I) is given 

by: 

 

𝐼𝑛(𝑔) =  ∑ {𝑟𝑖𝑖´ ‖𝑖𝑉 −  𝑖𝑉
´ ‖

2
  𝑖, 𝑖 ´ 𝑉} = ∑ {

𝑚𝑖 𝑚𝑖´ 

2𝑚𝑔
 ‖𝑖𝑉 −  𝑖𝑉

´ ‖
2

  𝑖, 𝑖 ´ 𝑔}       

(10) 

 

In the first part of (10), the double sum includes (Card g)2 terms (or 

(Card h)2 terms). For the proof of (10), it is enough with to replace 𝑖𝑉 −

 𝑖𝑉
´  by (𝑖𝑉 − 𝑔𝑉) − (𝑖𝑉

´ −  𝑔𝑉) and to develop the square with what you 

get, when the sums: 

 

½ In(g) + ½ In(g) + 0 = In(g) 

 

For the people not familiar with the data analysis, it is understood 

by class or tax on to the taxonomic division of finite size 7 pp. 94.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Taxonomic system of sub-kernels. 

 

 

Finally, to express the inertia of the subspace I fitted with a system 

of classes or sub-kernels; as shown in Figure 1. The set (a, b, c, d, e, f, g, 

h) are parts of I that have properties such as a and b, as well as d and e or 

g and h; among many others, are two to two empty intersections and their 

union is I, i. e, the set a, b, f, c, d, e is a partition of I in a number of sub-

kernels; which, in the case of Figure 1, are five sub-kernels or classes. In 

addition is that, for example: f = a  b, g = f  c y I = g  h.  

Given any two parts of I, denoted by d(a, b), the inertia of the point 

cloud consisting of points a and b with their respective masses ma and 

mb, is possible to write that the indices of diameter are: (I) = d(g, h), ….., 

(f) = d(a, b).  

In addition, (a)  (f)  (g)  (I). With the above, it is possible 

to express the inertia In(I) depending on the index diameter of the kernel 

I index; (I) and their sub-kernels in the following manner:  

 

In(I) = d(g, h) + In(g) +In(h) = N(I) + In(g) +In(h) 

 

That mind a classic decomposition of total inertia In(I) in inertias 

inter kernels of the cloud N(I) and the inertia produced by the addition of 

the inter kernels of g and h; In(g) + In(h). This last also can be expressed 

as the inertia associated with centers of gravity of the kernels. 

4 Hierarchical Kernel in pseudocode 

This algorithm in pseudocode (Figure 4) synoptically describes the oper-

ating principle for the production of kernels and hierarchical sub-kernels. 

The one which, based on the theory developed here, can be implemented 

in any programming language, or you can make use of commercial soft-

ware of mathematical statistics.
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Table 1. Historical terminal efficiency of master’s degrees in sciences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Hierarchical classification of terminal efficiency of postgraduate degree ESIA IPN, Mexico with hierarchical kernels theory. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Master Degree in Science 

Number of 

graduated stu-

dents 

Period 

Year of defense 

of the first spe-

cialty thesis 

Terminal efficiency 

annual index 

Structures 58 1962-2010 1970 1.20 

Hydraulics 51 1962-2010 1975 1.06 

Planning 66 1966-2010 1977 1.37 

Soil Mechanics 32 1981-2010 1987 0.66 

Environmental Engineering 114 1977-2010 1979 2.37 

Doctorate degree 

Environmental Hydraulics 5 1998-2010 2000 0.50 

Master degree in Engineering 

Structures 3 2009-2010 2010 1.5 

Hydraulics 5 2009-2010 2010 2.5 

Planning 5 2009-2010 2010 2.5 

Geotechnics 0 2009-2010 - 0 

Environmental Engineering 10 2009-2010 2010 5 
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Figure 4. Pseudocode 
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5 Application 

Currently, one of the criteria used to assess the functioning of academic 

and research activities is terminal efficiency, as one of the principal indi-

cators showing the achievements of the corresponding education institu-

tion. Since the School of engineering and architecture. Unit Adolfo Lopez 

Mateos of the Polytechnic Institute National. Mexico, is has been one of 

the schools of civil engineering with more students in Mexico, it is very 

important to know its terminal efficiency, both for licentiate and postgrad-

uate degrees, see [8] and [9]. On the top of the table, the number of grad-

uates for each master’s degree in sciences that is officially known up to 

2007, throughout 48 years, is shown. On the bottom of table 1, the terminal 

efficiency of the master’s degree in civil engineering up to date, which 

substituted the five previous ones in 2007 is shown. The institution does 

not update your data automatically, due complicate administrative pro-

cesses.   

5.1 Correlation of terminal efficiency 

The calculation of correlations or degree of association among variables 

was carried out from usual Euclidian distance d(j, j') among variables j and 

j'; that is: 𝑑2(𝑗, 𝑗 ´) =  ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗
2𝑛

𝑖=1 + ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗´
2𝑛

𝑖=1 − 2 ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖𝑗´. Since general 

terms of normed analysis in general terms in real space of dimension p, 

p, are points 𝑥𝑖𝑗 we have that: ∑ 𝜈𝑖𝑗
2𝑛

𝑖=1 =  ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗´
2𝑛

𝑖=1 = 1. Every point-var-

iable is on a sphere with radius 1 and center on the origin of principal axes, 

which the correlation coefficient 𝑐𝑖𝑗´ among variables j and j' is: 

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑛
𝑖=1  𝑥𝑖𝑗´ =  𝑐𝑖𝑗´ '. The correlation matrix is shown as Table 2.  

Best correlated master degrees in sciences are: environmental engi-

neering planning/hydraulics, and structures/ hydraulics, Figure. 2. It must 

be remembered that, if two meteorological variables are strongly corre-

lated, they are near from each other (𝑐𝑖𝑗´ = 1) or, on the contrary, as far 

from each other as possible (𝑐𝑖𝑗´ = −1), in accordance with linear rela-

tionship linking them is direct or inverse, and that when 𝑐𝑖𝑗´ = 0 they are 

considered at an average distance or that variables j and j' are orthogonal. 

5.2 Factorial Correspondence Analysis of Gross Data 

The factorial method chosen to describe data under study is the Factorial 

Correspondence Analysis, FCA, since it allows the direct search of simul-

taneous representation of sets under study I years of graduation and J mas-

ter degrees in the sciences 3. The FCA applied on gross data KIJ has the 

following factorial characteristics: variances on the first five principal 

axes or own values are: X1 = 3.3186, X2 = 1.4787, X3 = 0.7817, X4 = 0.4838 

y X5 = 0.4223, while the inertia percentages explained by such axes are, 

respectively: 47.4%, 21.1%, 11.2%, 6.9%, and 6.0%. Principal axes are 

well defined. The first includes master’s degrees in sciences in environ-

mental engineering, hydraulics, and structures. The second principal axe 

includes the master’s degrees in science that did not belong to this school 

of engineering for a long time, hydrocarbons administration, economy and 

geology while the third axe is planning.  

       Figure 3, shows the hierarchy of relationship between the years of 

graduation of master degrees in sciences. In the upper-right corner of Fig-

ure 3 are the years or periods of analysis of available information. They 

are the years that contain record of students graduating in these graduate 

programs, which at the same time are the classes that define the hierarchy. 

Reading and interpretation is based on the value of hierarchical level in-

dex, shown on the left of the dendrogram, such being understood as the 

consecutive order of values from the product of the weight of the class 

under analysis and its diameter (distance d(i, i´) is the diameter of the 

smallest part of a hierarchy containing both i and a i´) 1. 

6 Conclusions 

This work is presented in accordance with its development. The theory 

developed on hierarchical cores is shown, where the method shown is trib-

utary to three options: i) calculation of distance between elements where 

factorial coordinates are known; ii) juxtaposition of mass or weight to each 

element; and iii) calculation of a distance between element classes, de-

pending on an aggregation criterion based on hierarchical cores. From the 

point of view of the theory developed, it may be seen that from various 

starting points, the problem of looking for stable classes may be resolved. 

Starting points may be chosen by the user, with the help of a hierarchical 

classification. The theorem demonstrated and called Cores Optimal Cri-

terion Theorem allows to implement f and 𝑓−1 functions from a kth core 

randomly estimated with the algorithm. In relation to the application of 

the theory, it is possible to say that the hierarchical dendrogram built is 

formed by three branches, whose interpretation is absolutely congruent 

with knowledge on the topic.  

        To achieve the optimal terminal efficiency of the Section of Post-

graduate Degrees, a real connection between professor and student must 

be fostered, in order that information moves in both ways, since a lot of 

students, along their lives, carry out professional practice highly contrib-

uting to the technological and scientific progress, which, together with 

professors as knowledge guides, may yield significant progress. As a re-

sult of the analysis carried out in this work, it must be noticed that one of 

the areas of knowledge of the postgraduate degree students are more in-

terested in are environmental engineering and planning, offering the high-

est number of graduates in such specialties. 
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